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Words Their Way: Letter and Picture Sorts for Emergent Spellers is intended to complement the texts Words Their Way for PreK-K and Words Their Way: Word Study for Phonics, Vocabulary, and Spelling Instruction. These core texts provide a practical, research-based, and classroom-proven way to study words with students. This companion text expands and enriches that word study, specifically for emergent spellers.

Emergent spellers are just beginning to “write” on their own, using random marks, representational drawings, mock linear or letter-like writing, and random letters and numbers. To address the needs of emergent spellers, this text focuses on the literacy diet: vocabulary development through concept sorts, alphabet knowledge, phonological awareness, initial letter-sound correspondences, concepts of print, and concept of word.

Words Their Way: Letter and Picture Sorts for Emergent Spellers provides teachers with reading selections that provide a meaningful context for the reproducible sorts. Step-by-step directions will guide you through the process. The materials provided in this text will complement the use of any existing phonics, spelling, and reading curricula.
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The early concept sorting activities are followed with picture sorts that develop phonemic awareness and include activities for rhyming, syllabication, and sound play. Alphabet knowledge and letter recognition are then covered, along with sorts that look at concept of word in print, as well as poems, jingles and short text selections that can be shared with children. Students are then ushered into sorts that introduce beginning consonants with pictures, laying the foundation for the letter-name stage. Reviews. Responses from the field. Informing the reader about what is appropriate for each level of emergent speller is particularly helpful for both first year and experienced teachers. Barbara A. Schaudt, California State University, Bakersfield. SORTS FOR EARLY WITHIN WORD PATTERN SPELLERS Sorts 1 - 6 Picture Sorts for Short- and Long-Vowel Sounds. Sorts 7 - 12 Word Sorts Contrasting Short- and Long-Vowel Sounds and Patterns (CVC and CVCe). Sorts 13 - 18 Common Long-Vowel Patterns (CVCe and CVVC). SORTS FOR MIDDLE WITHIN WORD PATTERN SPELLERS Sorts 19 - 24 Less Common Long-Vowel Patterns. Sorts 25 - 30 R-Influenced Vowel Patterns. SORTS FOR LATE WITHIN WORD SPELLERS Sorts 31 - 35 Diphthongs and Other Ambiguous Vowel Sounds. Sorts 36 - 44 High-Frequency Words and Contractions. 1 Assessments for Emergent Stage. Ch. 2 Concept Sorts. Ch. 3 Phonological Awareness Picture Sorts. Ch. 4 Alphabet Knowledge. SORTS 6-11 Phonological Awareness Picture Sorts. SORTS 12-14 Alphabet Knowledge. ACTIVITIES FOR Concept of Word in Print. SORTS 15-27 Teaching Beginning Consonant Sounds. ASSESSMENT OF the Emergent Stage. (source: Nielsen Book Data)9780131135918 20160618. Publisher's Summary. For courses in Phonological Awareness & Phonics and Reading Methods. In addition to emergent assessment tools, this volume provides teachers with concept sorting ideas followed by picture sorts for developing phonemic awareness, alphabet knowledge, letter recognition and concepts of words in print. The book also includes activities for rhyming, syllabication, and sound play. (source: Nielsen Book Data)9780131135918 20160618. Subjects. Subject.